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There’s more to building a high-performing team than just a 2-hour off-site. Or even a

weekend-long off-site. 

That’s why I don’t call it “team building,” with its connotations of a day of wine tasting

or ropes courses. 

Not that there’s anything wrong with these kinds of team building events. But here at

Creative Sandbox Solutions™ we focus on team development. 

Instead of a quick fix, with short-term results, our goal is to help you develop your

dream team for the long term. 

To do that, first you have to know where your team stands. 

Enter our Team Assessment Tool. 

This assessment will help you evaluate your team's strengths and areas for

improvement, and provide you with insights into how you can enhance your team's

performance and collaboration. 

This assessment consists of 10 questions and should take about 5-10 minutes to

complete. 

Let's get started!

Melissa Dinwiddie 
Founder & CEO of Creative Sandbox Solutions™
Creativity Instigator & Strategist

Originator of The Winning Presenter Process™   
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1. How would you rate your team's communication skills? 

2. Does your team work well together?

3. How often does your team experience conflicts or misunderstandings? 

4. How would you describe the level of trust among team members?

5. Does your team have clearly defined goals and objectives?

6. How often does your team engage in brainstorming or creative problem-solving? 

7. Does your team provide feedback to each other on a regular basis? 

8. Does your team celebrate its successes and milestones?

9. How well does your team handle change or adapt to new situations? 

10. Does your team have a positive attitude towards its work and each other?

 

a) Excellent               b) Good                               c) Average                            d) Poor

Rate your team on the following 10 questions
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Team Assessment

a) Yes, always           b) Most of the time          c) Sometimes                     d) No, not at all

a) Rarely                     b) Occasionally                 c) Frequently                     d) Almost always

a) High                        b) Moderate                       c) Low                                   d) Non-existent

a) Yes, very clear    b) Somewhat clear          c) Not clear                          d) No goals or objectives

a) Frequently           b) Sometimes                    c) Rarely                               d) Never

a) Yes, always          b) Most of the time          c) Sometimes                      d) Never

a) Yes, always          b) Sometimes                    c) Rarely                                d) Never

a) Very well               b) Somewhat well            c) Poorly                               d) Very poorly

a) Yes, very 
     positive     

b) Somewhat 
     positive     

c) Neutral 
          

d) Negative 
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1. Communication: If you rated your team's communication skills as average or poor, it

may indicate a need for more open and clear communication channels. 

2. Collaboration: If your team does not work well together, it may indicate a need for

connection activities to improve collaboration and trust.  

3. Conflict management: If your team experiences conflicts or misunderstandings

frequently, it may indicate a need for conflict management training or support. 

4. Trust: If you rated your team’s level of trust as anything but high, it indicates a need for

connection activities to improve trust. 

5. Goals and objectives: If your team does not have clearly defined goals and objectives, it

may indicate a need for more clarity and focus on priorities.

6. Creativity and innovation: If your team rarely engages in brainstorming or creative

problem-solving sessions, it may indicate a need for more opportunities to think outside the

box and generate new ideas.

7 & 8. Feedback and recognition: If your team does not provide feedback to each other

on a regular basis, or does not celebrate its successes and milestones, it may indicate a

need for more recognition and appreciation.

9. Change management: If your team struggles to handle change or adapt to new

situations, it may indicate a need for more training or support in change management.

10. Attitude and morale: If your team has a negative attitude towards its work or each

other, it may indicate a need for more morale-boosting activities or support.

 

Based on your answers, here are some insights into 
your team's strengths and areas for improvement:
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Results
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Communicate for impact and influence 

Break down silos inside and between teams

Spark creativity & generate new ideas to speed innovation

Bring clarity to goals and objectives

All while bringing the team together, increasing trust, and boosting morale

I hope this assessment has provided you with valuable insights into your team's

performance and collaboration, and has helped clarify your team’s strengths and

areas for improvement. 

Ready to transform your team into a dream team? That’s our specialty at Creative

Sandbox Solutions™. We love working with clients to:

But don't take my word for it. I like to let our clients speak for themselves.
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Now What?
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"Thanks for uplevelling our team, Melissa! It was wonderful getting to
work with you.” 

-Dr. Natalie Reiner, Fortune 100 Manager

“Our team had so much fun and were chatting about the 500-year
exercise throughout the week. Thank you both so much!” 

-Fortune 100 Manager
 

“From a team dynamic standpoint it's been incredibly empowering
as a manager to watch the team bond, and see them become more
willing to share with each other and work together and support each
other as they're trying to practice these communicating for influence
skills. It's been an absolute gift and an amazing experience, one I
would highly recommend to anyone—any manager, any group,
anywhere.“

-Claire Menke
Fortune 100 Manager

 

https://creativesandbox.solutions/


“I truly appreciated Melissa’s perspective and structure to

engagement and learning. She really found an amazing intersection

of art (music, visuals, embodiment) and exercises that kept things
engaging and fruitful from a learning perspective. I also found the

techniques helped me to unlock leadership opportunities and

presented a way for me to grow with my team by example.

 

I would recommend Melissa for anyone looking to expand your

influence, broaden the toolkit, or help to step outside of our comfort

zones to explore additional perspectives.“

-Victoria Gambardella

Fortune 100 Manager
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“I was skeptical that a virtual ‘offsite’ was even worth doing, certainly
one that involved ‘play’ for my team, but Melissa proved that it can
work. The Communicating for Influence workshop she created for
my research team was great at teaching key skills while at the same
time being fun! I have already seen my team using these tools in
their day to day work. Melissa was easy to work with, and knows
how to design and facilitate an impactful program. I have already
recommended her to my colleagues at Facebook, and will continue
to do so.”

-Carly Rush, 
Research Manager

https://creativesandbox.solutions/


transformational creativity retreats she’d been leading for 

groups of artists for years had powerful business applications. 

This inspired her to found a consultancy, Creative Sandbox Solutions™. 

Now she helps people-first teams and companies strengthen connection,

communication, clarity, & collaboration through creativity, so their impact

matches their smarts. She designs interactive, playful programs that attendees

rave about because they acquire new skills and behaviors and build connections

while having a blast. One of the active-learning modules in her team- and

leadership development programs, Communicating for Influence, was initially 

 developed for high-performance research teams at Facebook.  

Want to learn more about how I can help

transform your team into a dream team?

M
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About Melissa
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elissa Dinwiddie, M.Soc.Sci., is a former 

professional artist and trained improviser and

jazz singer. In 2017, she realized that the 

Click here to set up a 10-minute Clarity Call.

creativesandbox.solutions

Melissa is author of The Creative Sandbox Way™, an

acclaimed book on creativity, and she’s known for creating

impactful, memorable experiences, planting seeds of

possibility, and catalyzing individual and organizational

transformation. 

Melissa has degrees from UC Berkeley and the University of

Birmingham, England, and lives in Silicon Valley with her

husband and their two rambunctious cats.
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